
Hashikami Town, Aomori

Sanriku Fukko National Park

Lots ofgreat places to see!

Hashikami Wase Hashikami Soba
Designated as the only recommended variety of soba in 

Aomori Prefecture.
The Shin (New) Soba Festival is held late October.
You can eat this soba dish at Forestpia Hashikami, Michi no 

Eki Hashikami, Kannon Chaya (tea house) Toumon and Hashikami 
Wasse Koryu Center.

The Original Ichigoni
The �rmly established taste of Hashikami.
You can taste the original ichigoni where the soup is so thick 

the chopsticks can stand in it at the Ichigoni Festival (held late 
July).

Food

Sightseeing

Soba Roll Cake

Soba Chi�on Cake

2  Wasse Koryu Center
This closed elementary school was renovated and newly reopened 

as the base of Hashikami Wase Hashikami Soba. You can enjoy soba or 
local dishes here while experiencing the warmth of the wood of the 
wooden school building. You can also try your hand 
at making soba or you can try making kinds of tofu 
or miso �tting the season at that time.

1 Forestpia Hashikami
Forestpia Hashikami, which is located at the trailhead for Mt. Hashikami, 

has an original gelato which is full of local ingredients and agricultural and 
processed products on sale. The popular local specialty, Hashikami Wase 
Soba, is also on sale here and there are people who come from far away 
seeking its simple taste.

  Michi no Eki Hashikami  3
Lots of Hashikami products including marine products, vegetables, 

processed goods and souvenirs are all on display together here. Hashikami 
Wase Soba and homemade confectionery from the town’s food processing 
group are on sale in the food demonstration area and you can also enjoy 
the local dish Ichigoni in the restaurant here.

Restaurant Azalea

Hashikami Wase Hashikami Soba (dried noodles)

Gelato
Gagyu Coron (soba cookie)

Soba Shochu
“Wase no Megumi”

Soba Manju

Seafood Ramen

Dobutsu Kagura Dance  4
The Dobutsu Kagura is a set of 12 dance acts which 

are a line of the Yamabushi Kagura dance passed 
down for around 300 years called Hakuryu Daigongen. 
It came to the point of disappearing completely. 
However, it was revived in 1975 by the area’s young 
men. It used to be an example of faith being rooted 
in the lives of the people including being done to 
pray for rain for good luck and warding o� evil spirits 
and it was also entertainment for the people. On the 
21st March 2008 it was designated as an intangible 
folk cultural asset of the town.

5  Akabonai Koma Odori Dance
This is a dance with fervent movements that mimics the scene of the farmers in autumn 

catching and bringing in the young horses that were set out to pasture in spring.
It’s said to have received all its principles about koma odori from the Kiriyanai, Gonohe 

community in 1758.  A crest of horses is still used today with the mark of three bars in a 
circle and three circles awarded by the feudal lords of Nanbu along with their words of 
praise after people of the area were summoned by them and danced in their presence. The 
dance was designated as a prefectural art on the 6th October 1961.

General

Toyabe Enburi Dance  7
The Enburi group continuing this tradition to the present day are the dance 

masters of the Hosogoe District, formerly Ohate Village. They didn’t participate in 
the events of the Hachinohe area for a period of time. However, in 1976 they 
completely revived activities after a break of 21 years and reunited to try to 
communicate the zeal of successive generations of enburi dancers to the future 
young generations to come. They received a certi�cate that designated the dance 
as an important intangible cultural property in February 1978.

Traditional
Entertainment

6  Hiranai Keibai Dance6  Hiranai Keibai Dance
Keibai, a dance in which you wear an eboshi hat to mimic the head of a bird, 

is a Buddhist dance linked to a faith that exalted the birds of paradise. It is danced 
during Obon in front of graves.

It was passed to this area from the direction of Kesen of the Sendai Territory 
in the Ansei years. It was passed down the generations of the Hikishikibayashi 
and Horikiri communities and continued as a memorial service dance worship-
ping the ghosts of their ancestors. It was designated as a prefectural art on the 
17th October 1959. Furthermore, it was recognized as an intangible cultural asset 
by the Japanese Agency for Cultural A�airs.

8  Hiranai Enburi Dance8  Hiranai Enburi Dance
Hiranai Enburi has seven beats and is the oldest kind of enburi rhythm. The 

eboshi is also known as  nagaenburi and the lead dayu (dancer, historically the 
name of the top level courtesan) called Tokuro wearing an eboshi decorated with 
a red peony �ower, the middle dayu and the three dayu at the rear called 
Kurodome move in a shu�ing manner. The Hiranai group’s characteristics have 
continued just as passed down from the enburi of long ago and this is shown in 
the songs, dances and tone of the �ute. The dance was designated as a prefectural 
art on the 6th October 1961.

Dobutsu Kagura Dance

Akabonai Koma Odori Dance

Hiranai Keibai Dance Toyabe Enburi Dance

Hiranai Enburi Dance Tashiro Enburi Dance

Tashiro Enburi Dance  9
The Tashiro Enburi group acquired their �ve beat enburi from the Sugisawa 

community of the former Fukuchi Village. Prior to this, it is said that a dance for 
taking rice seedlings from a rice nursery previously handed down for around 50 
years was revived. The tone of the songs and appearance of the dancers preserve 
the characteristics of the area. The dance was designated as a prefectural art on 
the 25th May 1966.

Traditional
Entertainment

12
Since 1990 under the guidance of the Dobutsu Kagura Group, the 4th grade 

students and above have been introduced to learning this dance. (Four parts of 
the dance: Sword dance, Sanbanso, Banraku and Gongenmai)

In addition to school recitals, they perform the dance at town culture festivals 
and town arts recitals. You can also see them go from house to house around the 
area with the adults of the Kagura Group at New Year.

14
The Wadaiko Club was formed in 1996 to “make a place that feels like your 

hometown” in areas that developed as commuter towns of Hachinohe. The name 
Gagyu Taiko was given from the desire of wanting to raise children to become big, 
strong adults with a strong character like Mt. Gagyu (Mt. Hashikamidake).

In addition to sports days and school recitals, they perform at events including 
the Mt. Gagyu Festival, the district’s summer festival and summer festivals at 
retirement homes.

11 Kominato Elementary School and Okiage Ondo
A long time ago in this area when sardine �shing �ourished, Okiage Ondo was 

sang as a work song. The song was revived in 1992 for the purpose of passing on 
to the children the history of this area as a �shing town and the experiences of 
their predecessors.

In addition to school recitals, they perform at the Ichigoni Festival.

10
Oja Elementary School and Oja Children’s 

Barrel Taiko Drumming
In the Oja area they started in 1996 to use barrel 

drums that have been used for a long time in the area 
with the desire to have all the school’s children united 
together to give a performance.

In addition to school recitals, they also perform at 
the Oja Summer Festival.Elementary

Schools

Oja Elementary School and Oja Children’s Barrel Taiko Drumming

Kominato Elementary School and Okiage Ondo

Dobutsu Elementary School and Dobutsu Kagura Dance

Akabonai Elementary School and the Akabonai Koma Odori Dance

Ishinohachi Elementary School and Gagyu Taiko Drumming

15    
The school has been doing this dance since the start of the Heisei years (1988) 

when the Toyabe Enburi Group was reformed after being inactive for many years 
for the purpose of passing on and promoting this cultural tradition to all the 
school children. They practice hard together with the Toyabe Enburi Group.

In addition to the school sports days and arts festivals, they perform at the area’s 
retirement homes. They also participate biannually in the Hachinohe Enburi.

Hashikami Elementary School and 
the Children’s Enburi Dance

13  
The school started doing this dance from 1979 after the children saw the 

Koma Odori Group and they said they wanted to try and do the dance. The 
students practice hard with the junior students following the lead of the senior 
students whilst receiving guidance from the Koma Odori Group.

In addition to all the school’s students performing at the school sports days 
and new school year parents and children’s festival, you can also see them at the 
town’s culture festival.

Akabonai Elementary School and 
the Akabonai Koma Odori Dance

Ishinohachi Elementary School and
Gagyu Taiko Drumming

Hashikami Elementary School and the Children’s Enburi Dance

Dobutsu Elementary School and
 Dobutsu Kagura Dance

Tomarigawa Shrine18
It’s said that the shrine was built a long time ago to pacify a huge 

octopus that attacked a passerby and drowned them. Its nickname 
is “Octopus Shrine”. It’s also known as “Isogata Shrine” as there’s a 
mud�at in the shrine’s grounds. As octopuses have strong eyes, it’s 
believed to be bene�cial for people to come here to worship for eye 
diseases to be healed.

It’s a famous place for the �rst sunrise of the New Year.

Araya Kotohira Shrine  20
Located on the high ground of Araya area, it’s also a scenic spot that looks out over the 

Oja Coast. It’s thought to be a shrine with quite a long history due to the presence of stone 
lanterns carved in 1834 and 1837. There’s a mat laid out in the main shrine building and 
there is a “light-heavy stone” enshrined on the boundary between the inside and outside 
of the shrine building. You rub the stone and lift it up while thinking of your wish. There’s a 
legend that if the wish is going to come true it will rise up lightly, if it’s not going to come 
true it will feel heavy.

16 Akaishi Daimyojin
The region around where the lighthouse stands is 

called Kannondaira. It is said that Terashita Kannon 
(the Buddhist deity of mercy) appeared at this location 
riding on a cow. As the cow requested to be with 
Kannon forever, Kannon reincarnated the cow as a red 
rock, “akabeko”. Even now you can still see the rock 
between the waves.

19 Araya Kokuzo Bosatsu-do Shrine
Araya Kokuzo Bosatsu is said to be like a sister of Kokuzo of Shimamori, Nango-ku, 

Hachinohe City. Built in Kominato Village in 1697, Kokuzo Bosatsu is related to the 
pure land philosophies and was placed here as the �nal 13th Buddha of Bosatsu and is 
believed to be the central �gure of the 32nd anniversary of one’s death and will lead 
souls to the Pure Land. In particular, he is the principal image worshipped as the 
protector of the year of the ox and the year of the tiger.

17 Kominato Kotohira Shrine
Kotohira Shrine is on highland overlooking Kominato Harbour and the God 

enshrined here has been worshipped by the �shermen from long ago. There is 
a 40cm high stone Konpira statue enshrined as an object of worship in the 
enshrinement room of the main shrine building. It is said that in olden days the 
�shermen often put the object of worship on their boats and sailed o�shore. 
According to the Shinsen Mutsu Kokushi, it was transferred from the �shermen 
to the shrine in 1794 on May 10th of koin year. The shrine’s festival is October 
10th of the lunar calendar.

Kominato Kotohira Shrine

Shrines and
Buddhist
Temples

Akaishi Daimyojin

Akaishi

Tomarigawa Shrine

Araya Kokuzo Bosatsu-do Shrine

Araya Kotohira Shrine

Ranba Tenjin-do

Date Shrine

21 Ranba Tenjin-do
Enshrined in Kuwaki, Dobutsu. Treasured swords were enshrined as objects 

of worship many times here and the deity here was worshipped in the same 
way as in the Yakushi faith. At some point the god enshrined here became 
believed in as the god of tooth pain. There is a naturally shaped rectangular 
stone of 30cm in height enshrined on a cushion on the altar as an object of 
worship. This rock was brought and enshrined here when the people of the 
Nijuichi Community moved to and cultivated Kuwaki.

Tate Shrine  22
Tate Shrine is located on a terrace of the riverbank on the left side of the 

middle reaches of the Dobutsu River. The remains of the Dobutsu Yakata 
Residence are in the surrounding area. The master of this residence, Yoshitoki 
Akamatsu, died in battle at the Kunohe Masazane Rebellion and the residence 
fell. The eldest son of Yoshitoki Akamatsu became chief priest of Kaichuzan 
Saiko-ji Temple and his second son became a Shinto priest at Tate Shrine. Tate 
Shrine enshrined the Hachiman God as a protector of Dobutsu Yakata and 
Saiko-ji Temple became a bodai-ji temple (temple where a certain family’s 
souls reside) of the Akamatsu family.

23
Terashita Kannon-do

It is said that a high priest called Gyoki enshrined the 
statue of Kannon and founded Kaichozan Obutsu Temple 
here in the Kamakura period. During the Ordinance Distin-
guishing Shinto and Buddhism in the Meiji period it was split 
into the present day Kannon-do and Ushioyama Shrine. There 
are several ganmon (prayers) that prayed for the completion 
of the water irrigation work of Banzo Hebiguchi and Haikai 
(seventeen-syllable verse) contributed by the 7th feudal lord 
of Hachinohe interred in the enshrinement hall that are 
designated as cultural assets of the town. The bonsho (temple 
bell) that the 4th feudal lord of Hachinohe had a craftsman 
from Kanda, Edo make is still here. Yamashita Kannon-do 
became worshipped as the number 1 destination of the 33 
destinations on the Oshu Nanbu Nukanobe Pilgrimage and 
even now many worshippers from near and far come to the 
annual festival held on the 3rd Saturday of May.

Remains of the Tomyodo Lighthouse
It is said to have been built in by the Buddhist priest 

Shinyo for the safety of a boat sailing around the cape of 
Kominato and to pray for the healing of the smallpox of the 
4th feudal lord of Hachinohe, Hironobu. In those days, 5 
kanmon (coins) were paid every year for the cost of the oil by 
the feudal lord of Hachinohe.

Remains of the Five-Storied Pagoda
It is said to have been built by the Buddhist priest Shinyo 

in 1745. Its formal name is Gokai-do and it’s a pagoda that’s 
the principle image for worship of the �ve Buddhas of 
wisdom. The pagoda fell down in a strong storm in 1913. 
(The picture is before it fell down).

Terashita no taki
The silent eternal �ow of Terashita no taki carves its way 

and from long ago Buddhist priests schooled their minds 
here. Even now it’s revered as miraculous water for perpetual 
youth and longevity.

Ushioyama Shrine
Remains of the Tomoyodo Lighthouse (Left) and 
the sorin (cover) of the five-storied pagoda

Remains of the five-storied pagoda Terashita no taki

Bonsho (temple bell) of
 the Bell Tower Terashita Kannon-do Deva gate

Oja Tsunami Monument

24  Akabonai Kannon-do
Located in the vicinity of the Koma Odori Hozonkan (Koma 

Odori Preservation Center) of the Akabonai Community. Fitting 
of a shrine where Kannon is enshrined, you can see ema 
depicting Sho Kannon. The Akabonai Kannon was known as 
“the spirit of Kannon” and the go-ennichi (the day a deity is 
believed to have been born or left the earth) is the same day as 
the annual festival of Terashita Kannon.

Kumano-do  25
There’s a legend that Harumi Fujiwara, a court 

noble in the reign of Emperor Monmu, came to 
Kumano-do which is located in the middle of a 
dense woodland. In the middle of the inside of the 
building a mirror of the Kumano Sanzan shrines is 
enshrined. Furthermore, there are three Buddha 
images from the three original shrines of Kumano 
Gongen interred here showing this is a sacred 
place of the Kumano beliefs. A sleeping cat is carved 
on the kaerumata (a strut with legs stretched like 
those of a frog).

Sozen Shrine  26
Famous as the guardian deity of horses. There is a 

legend that the defeated general of the Taira clan at 
the Battle of Dan-no-Ura, Lord Ariie Fujiwara, enshrined 
the spirit of his famous horse, Hakubaryu, here.

Within the grounds of the shrine there a monument 
elected for Akitsukaze Otoemon (a ranking sumo wres-
tler from Aketo, Hashikami Village who was retained by 
the Hachinohe Nanbu Clan in the Kyoho Era).

 Oja Tsunami Monument  29
Erected in the grounds of Oja Elementary School in 

Hashikami Village on the 31st July 1933. A summary of what 
happened in the disaster of the Sanriku Tsunami (height of 
24m) on the 3rd March 1933 is inscribed on the monument.

Tsunami Monument  28
This was built to communicate to future generations 

the lessons learned from and marks left by the tsunami of 
the Great East Japan Earthquake on the 11th March 2011. 
Important words that saved residents are inscribed onto 
the monument and it’s built facing the direction which the 
tsunami came from.

30 Sakaki Tsunami Monument
Erected on the 11th November 1933 with money from donations. The words 

“Look out for tsunamis, the roar of the sea of earthquakes” are engraved on it. 
The motto, inscription and shape are exactly the same as on a monument in 
Tatehana Park, Oirase, Hachinohe.

31Kominato Tsunami Monument
It’s erected on a rocky hill on the coast behind Kominato Elementary 

School in 1896 (the Great Sanriku Tsunami was on the 15th June) and is the 
oldest tsunami monument in the town. On the slate of the memorial the words 
“Monument for those who died in the tsunami” are inscribed and the names of 
the 21 people who died in this area are written on the back of the monument.

Akabonai Kannon-do

Monuments

Tsunami Monument

27 Hiyoshi Shrine
The guardian deity of the 3 districts, Hareyamasawa, Hiranai 

and Tashiro, is worshipped here. There’s a �r tree that towers 
above the shrine’s grounds estimated to be around 280 years 
old that is said to have been a sacred place from long ago. The 
shrine is a treasure trove of ema in the town and also has a 
diverse collection of images of Gozu Tenno, decorative horses, 
ukiyoe (colour prints from the Edo period) of courtesans and 
actors, images of warriors and battles and Tengu masks. The 
shrine’s annual festival used to be held on the 14th July but now 
it’s held on the Sunday just before or after.

Kumano-do

Sozen Shrine

Hiyoshi Shrine

Sakaki Tsunami Monument Kominato Tsunami Monument

Japanese Horse-chestnut  32
Located in Barajima District, Aza, Akabonai. The tree is 

full of vitality and there are no dead roots. It bears fruit 
every year and has a circumference of about 6m, height of 
about 24m and is about 800 years old. It was designated as 
a natural monument of the prefecture on the 7th January 
1955.

33 Utsugi Tree
It’s a tree of the hydrangea family and located in Hiruko Aza Akabonai. 

There’s a legend that the ancestors of the Hiruko family planted the tree 
in the hedge of the garden. It’s an old tree and although it’s di�cult to 
estimate exactly how old, there is no other tree like it across Japan. It was 
designated as a natural monument of the prefecture on the 24th May 
1956 and is about 3m in height.

39
Tashiro Seseragi Park 

There’s a Seseragi boardwalk and 
in summer you can enjoy the natural 
surroundings here and see �re�ies. 
The park is also the entrance for the 
west trailhead of Mt. Hashikami.

Yamadatemae Park  37
The long slide is the main feature. The 

view of the horizon from the viewing 
platform is becoming known as a great 
spot. If you’re lucky, you may also see 
some deer.

38  Furusato Kasen Park
The park has become a popular outdoor spot and has 

facilities including a playground which has a slide and 
see-saw, a water plaza with a water mill, a multi-purpose 
area where you can BBQ and play Japanese croquet, and 
a summer house.

34  Giant Gingko Tree of Ichonokikubo
The tree towers above Ichonokikubo (Gingko Tree 

Hollow) Aza Dobutsu. The appearance of the yellow 
colour of the tree in autumn is a beautiful sight. The 
circumference of the tree is about 10m, it’s about 30m in 
height and about 1000 years old. As the tree ages, roots 
that look like breasts hang in the gaps between the 
branches so it’s known as a place for women to go and 
pray if they are not producing enough breast milk. It was 
designated as a class 1 natural monument of the town 
on the 21st March 2008.

36 Asuna Park
This park is modest park aimed at young children with a playground 

including a slide, a see-saw and swings. It’s a little known, good place 
for the cherry blossom season.

トチの木

35
Japanese Honey Locust of Hiranoke

Located in the garden of Hiranoke fruits of Japanese 
honey locust trees were used as a detergent until after 
the war showing the knowledge of our ancestors. It was 
designated as a class 2 natural monument of the town on 
the 21st March 2008. It’s the largest honey locust tree in 
Japan.

Trees
Designated
as Natural
Monuments

Utsugi Tree

Japanese Horse-chestnut

Gingko Tree

Japanese Honey Locust of Hiranoke

Parks

Yamadatemae Park

Asuna Park

Furusato Kasen Park

Tashiro Seseragi Park


